It is well known that a polynomial in one variable is completely determined by its zeros (counting multiplicities). We generalize this result to an ideal of polynomials in several variables by introducing the characteristic spaces of the ideal. One finds that the ideal is completely determined by its characteristic spaces on a characteristic set. In particular, a primary ideal is completely determined by its characteristic space at any zero point. Some straightforward applications of the above results yield the algebraic reduction theorem for analytic Hilbert modules in several variables. Also, we obtain some general rigidity results for analytic Hilbert modules by using the techniques of AF-envelopes of analytic Hilbert modules.
INTRODUCTION
In multi-variable operator theory, there has been an approach using the language of Hilbert modules [5] . In this module context, Beurling's theorem shows that all submodules of the Hardy module H 2 (D) for the disk algebra are isomorphic. In trying to generalize this result to several variables, one is somewhat surprised to find that the analogous result is false for the polydisk algebra. Earlier examples of this phenomenon [1, 3] were subsumed in the rigidity theorem [2, 4] . The authors in [2] used the localization techniques from algebraic geometry to obtain general rigidity results. In particular, under mild restrictions, they showed that submodules obtained from the closure of ideals are equivalent if and only if the ideals coincide. Most of the above results require that the co-dimension of the zero variety in question be at least 2. From an analytic point of view, the appearance of this case is natural because of the Hartogs phenomenon in several variables. From an algebraic point of view, the reason may be that Let I be an ideal of C, and Z(I ) be the zero variety of I, that is, Z(I )= [* # C n : q(*)=0, \q # I ]. For * # C n , set
where q(D) f | * denotes (q(D) f )(*). From the Leibniz rule, for any polynomial q and analytic function f, q(D)(z j f )| * =* j q(D) f | * + q z j (D) f | * , j=1, 2, ..., n.
Therefore, it is easy to see that I * is invariant under the action of the basic partial differential operators [ z 1 , z 2 , ..., z n ], and I * {0 if and only if * # Z(I ). We call I * the characteristic space of I at *. Also, for * in C n , the envelope of I at * is defined to be The Leibniz rule implies that I e * is an ideal of C and it contains I. For the next results we need to recall some concepts from commutative algebra. Let I be an ideal of polynomials on C n . Then I has an irredundant primary decomposition, I= m j=1 I j , where each I j is P j -primary for some prime ideal P j . While the set [I j : 1E jEm] is not uniquely determined by I, the set [P j : 1E jEm] is, and these are called the associated primes of I. We note that Z(I)= m j=1 Z(P j ) and we call each Z(P j )=Z(I j ) an algebraic component of I [6, 9] . Let A be an ideal of C. Then one can define the A-adic topology on C by the powers of A. Thus the closure of a subset E of C in the A-adic topology is
By Krull's theorem in [6] or Lemma 2.11 in [2] , it is easy to check that if I= m j=1 I j is an irredundant primary decomposition, then the closure of I in the A-adic topology is equal to the intersection of those I j with I j +A{C. This fact will be used in the proof of Theorem 2.1.
Motivated by polynomials of one variable, we have Proof. For each * # Z(I ), let U * denote the maximal ideal of polynomials that vanish at *, that is, U * =[q # C : q(*)=0]. We claim
In fact, the inclusion $ is straightforward and the reverse inclusion goes as follows. For each * # C n and polynomial p # C, let L * ( p) denote the linear functional on C defined by
Fix j 1 and * # Z(I ) and let p^# I e * . To see that p^# I+U j * , we need to find a polynomial p # I such that the linear functional L * ( p^) agrees with L * ( p) on P j , the space of polynomials of degree less than j. Since p^is in I e * , I * Ker(L * ( p^)) and so
, where the intersection is over all p # I. Now the map defined on I by p [ L * ( p) | P j has finite dimensional range and so there exist polynomials p 1 , ..., p l contained in I, such that
It follows that there exist constants : k such that
Since the polynomial p= k : k p k is in I, the claim follows immediately. Now note that the above claim means that the envelope of I at *, I e * , equals the closure of I in the U * -adic topology. Let I= m j=1 I j be an irredundant primary decomposition of I, and * # Z(I ). If one sets 7 * = [ j : * # Z(I j )], the preceding statements immediately imply that
and hence Theorem 2.1 follows.
In fact, the proof of Theorem 2.1 yields the following. In particular, if P is a primary ideal and * # Z(P), then P=P e * . The next corollary generalizes Theorem 2.7 in [2] , and it will be used in the study of algebraic reduction of analytic Hilbert modules.
Corollary 2.3. Let 0 be a subset of C n , and I, J be two ideals of C. If each algebraic component of I meets 0 nontrivially, and for each * # 0, I * J * , then J I.
Proof. Write J=J 1 & J 2 such that each algebraic component of J 1 meets 0 nontrivially, and each of J 2 does not. From J 1 J 2 J J 1 , one obtains that J * =J 1* for every * # 0. By Corollary 2.2, it follows that I= ,
which completes the proof of Corollary 2.3.
Remark. Corollary 2.2 shows that every primary ideal is completely determined by its characteristic space at any zero point. This is a very useful localization property which says that if P 1 , P 2 are primary ideals and Z(P 1 ) & Z(P 2 ){<, then P 1 {P 2 if and only if for each * # Z(P 1 ) & Z(P 2 ), P 1* {P 2* , if and only if for some * # Z(P 1 ) & Z(P 2 ), P 1* {P 2* . In an attempt to generalize this result to an ideal of polynomials, we introduce terminology about the characteristic set of the ideal. For a finite set 0 of C n such that each algebraic component of the ideal I meets 0 nontrivially, we use |0| to denote the cardinality of 0. The minimum cardinality of such a set is called the characteristic cardinality of I and is denoted by C(I ). For such a set 0 with |0| =C(I ), we call 0 a characteristic set of I. It is easy to see that the characteristic cardinality C(I ) of I is less than the cardinality of the algebraic components of I unless the algebraic components of I do not mutually intersect. Moreover, for two ideals I 1 and I 2 , we have that C(I 1 & I 2 )EC(I 1 )+C(I 2 ). For the ideal I, Corollary 2.2 implies that I is completely determined by a characteristic set.
From the above remark, one sees that a prime ideal P is completely determined by the characteristic space at any zero point. Then we want to know how the characteristic space of P at any zero point behaves.
Theorem 2.4. Let P be a prime ideal. Then the following statements are equivalent:
(1) for * # Z(P), the ideal P has the same characteristic space at any zero point in some neighborhood of *;
(2) the ideal P is generated by polynomials with degree 1, i.e., by linear polynomials; (3) the ideal P has the same characteristic space at any point in Z(P).
Before proving Theorem 2.4, let us translate Theorem 2.4 into geometric language. Let V be an algebraic variety and * # V. The characteristic space of V at * is defined to be that of I(V ) at *; here
Hence, Theorem 2.4 says that for an irreducible algebraic variety V, V has the same characteristic space at any point if and only if V is a linear variety.
Proof. For simplicity, all proofs are sketched for the prime ideal of polynomials of two variables, while the conclusions hold in several variables. 
For any q # P, since there exists a polynomial p # P such that q(z, w)= p(z&+ 1 , w&+ 2 ), it follows that for each natural number n, n+=(n+ 1 , n+ 2 ) is in Z(P). Let F=F 0 +F 1 + } } } +F d be the decomposition of F in P into homogeneous polynomials F k of degree k. Since
. The above discussion thus shows that the ideal P is generated by homogeneous polynomials. Since any homogeneous polynomial p in z and w has the decomposition p(z, w)= > k (: k z+; k w), and P is prime, we thus conclude that the ideal P is generated by polynomials with degree 1, i.e., by linear polynomials.
(2) O (3) We may assume that P is generated by : 1 z+; 1 w+# 1 , : 2 z+; 2 w+# 2 . One immediately finds that for any + # Z(P), P + =I 0 , where I is the ideal generated by : 1 z+; 1 w, : 2 z+; 2 w. By the techniques used in the proof of Theorem 2.4, it is not difficult to prove that for a primary ideal P, P has the same characteristic space at any zero point if and only if P is generated by the powers of linear polynomials.
Remark. Although the results in this section are stated and proved for ideals of polynomials, it is easy to see that we only make use of the algebraic properties of the ring of polynomials. Hence if R is a Noetherian ring consisting of analytic functions defined on a domain 0 and is assumed to satisfy certain technical hypotheses, then we can deduce the same conclusions.
PRINCIPAL SUBMODULES OF THE HARDY MODULE
In this section, we will examine the conditions under which two principal Hardy submodules (i.e., each of which is generated by a single function) are unitarily equivalent, similar, or hypo-similar. To obtain applications of the results in Section 2, our interest concentrates especially on those principal submodules generated by a single polynomial.
Recall that a function f in the Hardy module H 2 (D) on the unit disk is outer if and only if for any ,
. This is different from the concept of outer function in the sense of Rudin [15] (we call it R-outer). For convenience, we say that a function
Obviously, in the case n=1, these concepts are identical. In the case n>1, from the proof of Theorem 2 in [10] , one sees that every R-outer function is outer separately. In fact, R-outer functions are actually a sub-class of separately outer functions; for example, z+w is outer separately, but not R-outer. In what follows, we will see that H-outer functions play an important role in the study of rigidity of Hardy submodules.
Proof. For simplicity, we prove Proposition 3.1 only in the case of two
. By the same argument, for a.e. fixed z # T, ,(z, } ) is in H (D). Therefore for any zÄ n w m (n>0) and w Ä n z m (n>0),
. This shows that f is H-outer, completing the proof.
The classical theorem of Beurling gives a complete characterization of all submodules of the Hardy module H 2 (D). Almost everyone who has thought about this topic must have considered the corresponding problem for higher dimensional H 2 (D n ). One quickly sees that a Beurling-like characterization is impossible and hence directs attention to investigating equivalence classes of submodules of H 2 (D n ) under some kind of equivalence relation.
. We say that Before we continue let us introduce a useful concept for submodules.
is said to be hypo-podal if every submodule which is hypo-similar to M is a submodule of M.
Hence a hypo-podal submodule is a maximum in the orbit of all submodules which are hypo-similar to it. It is easy to check that a principal submodule [,] is hypo-podal if and only if , is H-outer. For a submodule which contains an H-outer function, combining the definition of H-outer function with Lemma 7 in [4] shows immediately that such a submodule is hypo-podal and more. By results in Section 2 we immediately obtain the following. [17] , one knows that for two inner functions ' 1 , ' 2 , ' 1 (z)+' 2 (w) is outer separately, and hence is H-outer unless it is zero. Since all bounded separately outer functions (also H-outer functions) form a multiplicatively closed set, the polynomial p=> 
It is easy to see that . Let f =f 0 + f 1 + } } } be f 's homogeneous expression. For any w # T 2 , since
the preceding discussion implies that there exists a measurable set T 2 of T 2 with m 2 (T 2 )=1 such that for each w # T 2 , there is a natural number n(w) which satisfies f n (w)=0 if nen(w), where m 2 denotes 1 (2?) 2 d% 1 d% 2 . Assume that there exist infinitely many f k 1 , ..., f k n , ... not to be zero. Since
is null-measurable on T 2 , this leads to a contradiction. We therefore conclude that there exist only finitely many f i 's such that f i {0, that is, f is a polynomial. Since f is a polynomial, and is invertible in H (D 2 ), this insures that Z( f ) & D 2 =<. The remaining case is obvious. This completes the proof of Corollary 3.6. 
Remark. In Theorem
3.5 and Corollary 3.6, if we replace the polynomial p=> n i=1 (: i z k i +; i w l i ) by a H-outer polynomial such that the zero set
CHARACTERISTIC SPACES AND AF-ENVELOPES FOR ANALYTIC HILBERT MODULES
In the preceding sections we have developed the characteristic space theory of ideals of polynomials and its applications. In this section we will introduce the notions of characteristic spaces and AF-envelopes for analytic Hilbert modules and establish their basic properties. These will be used in Section 5 to study the rigidity and algebraic reduction for analytic Hilbert modules.
Let 0 be a bounded nonempty open subset of C n , let Hol(0) denote the ring of analytic functions on 0, and let X be a Banach space contained in Hol(0). We call X a reproducing 0-space if X contains 1 and if for each w # 0 the evaluation functional, E w ( f )= f (w), is a continuous linear functional on X. It is easy to check that for every polynomial q and every w # 0, the linear functional on X, f [ q(D) f | w , is continuous. Now let X be a reproducing 0-space. We call X a reproducing C-module on 0 if for each polynomial p and each x # X, px is in X. Note that, by a simple application of the closed graph theorem, the operator T p of multiplication by p is bounded on X for each p # C. Note also that C/X follows from the fact that 1 is in X. For w # C n , we call w a virtual point of X provided the linear functional f [ f (w) defined on C extends to a bounded linear function on X. We use vp(X ) to denote the collection of virtual points; then vp(X )$0. We say that X is an analytic Hilbert module on 0 if the following conditions are satisfied:
(1) X is a reproducing C-module on 0;
(2) C is dense in X;
It is well known that analytic Hilbert modules arise frequently in the study of several variable operator theory; examples are the Hardy module and the Bergman module on the ball (or the polydisk). In the following we will use submodule to mean a closed subspace of X that is invariant under the action of polynomials. Let M be a submodule of X, and Z(M ) be the zero variety of M, that is,
we define the characteristic space of M at * by
From Leibniz's rule, one easily verifies that M * is invariant under the action by the basic partial differential operators 
It is not difficult to see that
, where ' is a singular inner function, and B a Blaschke product. One can show that BH 2 (D) is just equal to the intersection of all finite codimensional submodules which contain M. Motivated by these observations we introduce the following notions. Let M be a submodule of X. We call M to be approximately finite codimensional (or an AF cosubmodule) if M is equal to the intersection of all finite codimensional submodules which contain M. Therefore when M is an AF co-submodule, M is just the limit of the decreasing net ( $ ) of all finite codimensional submodules containing M. For a submodule M, the AF-envelope of M is defined to be the intersection of all finite codimensional submodules containing M, and denoted by M e . Consequently, if M is an AF co-submodule, then M=M e .
Theorem 4.1. Let X be an analytic Hilbert module, and M a submodule of X. Then we have Proof. Clearly, the proofs of (1) and (2) follow from Corollary 2.8 in [2] and our assumptions. We give the proof of (3). Recall that the degree of a monomial z
is defined to be m 1 + } } } +m n , the degree of a polynomial p to be maximum of the degrees of the monomials which occur in p with non-zero coefficients and denoted by degree( p). For every * # Z(M ) and each natural number k, set
is a finite codimensional submodule, and it contains M. Since
Let N be a finite codimensional submodule of X, and N$M. Then by [2] , it is easily verified that N= ,
This means that
Therefore, we have that
For each * # Z(M ), it is not difficult to verify that M * =(M e ) * . From (2) and (3), one easily deduces that for any two submodules M 1 , M 2 , M 
APPLICATIONS OF RIGIDITY AND ALGEBRAIC REDUCTION FOR ANALYTIC HILBERT MODULES
In this section, we will give some examples to illustrate applications of our results in the preceding sections. In what follows, we suppose that X is an analytic Hilbert module over 0 in C n (n>1). Let M 1 and M 2 be two submodules of X, and _: M 1 Ä M 2 be a bounded C-module map. We say that the map _ is canonical if _(M
An equivalent description is given by the following proposition. Proof. For h 1 # M 1 , we define an analytic function on 0"Z(h 1 ) by
For another h 2 # M 1 , we also define an analytic function on 0"Z(h 2 ) by
Since _ is canonical, we have that , h 1 (z)=, h 2 (z) for any z # 0"Z(h 1 ) _ Z(h 2 ). The above argument shows that for any z # 0"Z(M 1 ), we can define ,(z)= _(h)(z) h(z) for any h # M 1 with h(z){0 and , is independent of h and is analytic on 0"Z(M 1 ). It follows that _(h)(z)=,(z) h(z) for any h # M 1 and z # 0"Z(M 1 ), completing the proof of necessity. Sufficiency is obvious.
By using the method in the proof of Proposition 5.1, we can prove the following.
2 ), then the map _ is canonical.
Equivalently, if there exists an analytic function , on O such that for any h # M 1 and z # O, _(h)(z)=,(z) h(z), then the map _ is canonical.
For most``natural'' function spaces, C-module maps are canonical. Example 1. Let X be the Hardy module H 2 (D n ) (or H 2 (0), where 0 is a strongly pesudoconvex domain in C n with smooth boundary). Then each C-module map _: M 1 Ä M 2 is canonical.
In fact, from [4, 16] 
From the above discussion one sees that the map _ is canonical. 
be a C-module map, and M 1 have the codimension 1 property. Then it is easy to prove that the map _ is canonical. for z # 0"Z( p). For any h # M 1 , there exists a sequence of polynomials [ p n ] such that [ p n ] converges to h in the norm of X. It follows that pp n Ä ph in the norm of X. This implies that for each
Since p n (z) Ä h(z), one concludes easily that for any h # M 1 and any z # 0"Z( p), _(h)(z)=, (z) h(z). Now let z be any point in 0"Z(M 1 ); then there exists a function h such that h(z){0. We can define an analytic function on 0"Z(h) by (z)=
h(z) . The preceding discussion implies that , (z)= (z) on 0"Z( p) _ Z(h). This means that , analytically extends to 0"Z(M 1 ), and for each h # M 1 , _(h)(z)=, (z) h(z), \z # 0"Z(M 1 ). Therefore, Proposition 5.1 implies that _ is canonical.
Remark. Let A(0) denote the closure of the polynomials in the operator norm; then A(0) is a Banach algebra consisting of analytic functions in X. By using the techniques in Example 3, one can easily show that if
Definition. For two submodules M 1 and M 2 of X, we say that M 1 and M 2 are sub-similar if there exist two canonical C-module maps _ 1 : M 1 Ä M 2 and _ 2 : M 2 Ä M 1 with dense ranges.
The following is the main result in this section. Remark. For a submodule M of X, the condition h 2n&2 (Z(M ))=0 simply says that the complex dimension of the analytic variety is less than n&1, or equivalently that the codimension of this variety is at least 2. It is well known that an analytic varieties in C n of codimension at least 2 are removable singularities for analytic functions [13] . We use the notion of Hausdorff measure to avoid the dimension theory of analytic varieties. 
, the theorem [13] on the removability of singularities implies that , 1 and , 2 can be analytically continued onto 0. Therefore on 0, we have that _ 1 ( f )=, 1 f and _ 2 ( g)=, 2 g for any f # M 1 and g # M 2 . From the above discussion and Leibniz's rule, it is easy to check that Z(M 1 )=Z(M 2 ), and for each * # Z(M 1 ), M The next example will show that one can reobtain the main result in [2] by using the methods in this paper. In the last part of this section, we will use the envelope method to study the rigidity of quotient modules. In [18] , Douglas and Foias proved for two submodules M 1 and M 2 of H 2 (D n ) that H 2 (D n )ÂM 1 and H 2 (D n )ÂM 2 are unitarily equivalent if and only if M 1 =M 2 . The techniques used in the proof of this result are restricted to the polydisk since they depend on the fact that the coordinate functions are inner, which implies that the operators defined by multiplication are isometries.
In the following we will give a coordinate free method of dealing with rigidity of quotient modules. From the above discussion, for each :, _ induces again a C-module similarity:
By Proposition 2.4 in [2] , we see that M Proof. By hypo-similarity, the equality Ann(XÂM 1 )=Ann(XÂM 2 ) is immediate, where Ann(XÂM i ) denote annihilator of XÂM i , that is,
By the assumption it follows easily that
The proof of Theorem 5.6 is thus completed.
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